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A Longitudinal Case Study ofCurriculum Genres, K–3
Marilyn Chapman

I have presented the findings from a longitudinal case study of one child’s writingfrom kindergarten to grade 3, across different curriculum contexts, with a focuson writing in mathematics, social studies, science, and music. I describe changesin textual features of the child’s writing over time, which support Newkirk’s (1987)developmental schema for non-narrative writing and extend my previous studiesof emergent genres (Chapman, 1994, 1995). The data show that the focal child’scontent-area writing began in grade 1 and was, to a great degree, focused onexposition, progressing from simple lists and labels to multi-paragraph reports.
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Dans cet article, je présente les résultats d’une étude de cas longitudinale portantsur l’écriture chez un enfant, de la maternelle à la 3e année, dans divers contextespédagogiques, notamment en mathématiques, en sciences humaines, en scienceset en musique.  Ma description de l’évolution des caractéristiques textuellescorrespond au schème de développement de Newkirk (1987) pour l’écriture nonnarrative et prolonge mes travaux antérieurs sur l’émergence des genres(Chapman, 1994, 1995).  L’analyse des données écrites suggère que l’écriture axéesur les domaines d’intérêt de l’enfant a commencé en 1ère année et était centrée,dans une large mesure, sur l’exposition, progressant de simples listes et étiquettesjusqu’à des rapports de plusieurs paragraphes.
Mots clés : enseignement primaire, écriture chez l’enfant, genre, recherchelongitudinale

––––––––––––––––
Learning to write, a part of emergent literacy, involves both thecognitive and social construction of literacy knowledge (Chapman,1995; Dyson, 1993). Earlier studies (e.g., Clay, 1975) providedimportant insights into children’s acquisition and development oforthography, particularly spelling. More recently, researchers havewidened the lens beyond surface features to focus on aspects suchas organizational patterns of different genres and the impact of socialcontexts on students’ texts. Genre research can provide important
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information about how young children learn to write in differentcontexts. However, genre research in young children’s writing hasbeen quite limited, focusing to a great extent on narrative, perhapsbecause, as Christie (1986) and others have noted, it appears to havebeen more highly valued than non-narrative writing in the primarygrades and considered easier to learn (Moffett, 1968).In tracing the development of children’s oral narratives, Applebee(1978) described how two basic processes, first centring and thenchaining, produce increasingly mature narrative forms, from “heaps”to true narratives. More recent studies (Chapman, 1994, 1996)demonstrate that chaining and centring can occur at the same timein development. In a key study of non-narrative writing, Newkirk(1987) showed how centring and chaining apply in genres other thannarrative. He demonstrated that students develop more complexnon-narrative forms from the label (a one-word or one-sentenceidentification of a picture) and the list (a series of names, dates, facts,etc.,  usually not in sentence form). Few studies have lookedlongitudinally at children’s development in written genres indifferent curriculum contexts.Researchers of young children’s writing have shown that learninggenres is part of their literacy development. My own inquiries intochildren’s writing during writing workshop have demonstrated thatlearning genres is an emergent process (Chapman, 1994). Donovan(1997) found that kindergarten children can write information textsand stories and are aware of how they are different even before theycan write with conventional spellings. In a more recent study ofwriting in one school from kindergarten to grade 5, Donovan (2001)found that “even the youngest children differentiated between the[narrative and expository] genres with over half of all kindergartnersand first graders producing texts classified at some level oforganizational complexity above labels and statements. By secondgrade all but a few children did so” (p. 394). In two experimentalstudies Kamberelis (1999) and Kamberelis and Bovino (1999) showedthat fewer children in kindergarten to grade 2 are able to producereports in comparison to stories. Yet little research exists to documentthe longitudinal development of individual children in what I referto as “curriculum genres.” Furthermore, the extant literature onchildren’s genre development has focused on children’s learningtextual features rather than learning genres as situated, socialpractices.
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
In the present study I examined the writing produced by a single child,whom I call Michael (a pseudonym), across the curriculum areas fromkindergarten through grade 3 to determine the range and purpose ofhis cross-curriculum writing, and to look at the development of hisgenres over time. I borrow Christie’s (1993) term “curriculum genres”(p. 154) to refer to genres in subjects other than language arts. (Notethat this is different from the way in which Christie uses the term.)The questions that guided the analysis included the following:1. In what different curriculum areas, or school subjects, did the focalchild write during kindergarten to grade 3?2. To what extent did he write in different curriculum areas/schoolsubjects other than language arts?3. Which curriculum genres were evident in his writing and howmight these genres be characterized?4. What changes or patterns occurred in his curriculum genres fromkindergarten to grade 3?Gaining knowledge of many genres is a primary developmentaltask for young writers (Chapman, 1999). For school-age children, theclassroom is a most significant context for acquiring written genres.In the findings from this study, I have provided insights to informresearch and practice in writing across the curriculum for youngchildren.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In this study I have used a sociocognitive, constructivist perspectivethat acknowledges the role of both cognitive and social processes inlearning. This perspective is derived from the work of cognitivepsychologists, such as Piaget (1974), who argued that children’s mindsare structured in such a way that they can construct rules of writtenlanguage based on their interactions with people and phenomena inthe world. It is also informed by Vygotsky’s (1978) theory that allthought, including language and literacy learning, occurs first in thesocial plane and then gradually becomes internalized. Bakhtin (1979/1986) extended this notion of social thought, arguing that people learnlanguage and literacy through communication with those aroundthem, and that language is infused with socially and culturallyconstructed meanings and values. Bakhtin considered genres to be
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compositional structures embedded in and developing out of variousspheres of human activity. “Each sphere of activity contains an entirerepertoire of speech genres [oral and written] that differentiate andgrow as the particular sphere develops and becomes more complex”(Bakhtin, 1986, p. 60). He argued that children learn genres throughparticipation in a kind of social dialogue: children process the wordsof others (both spoken and written) dialogically into their own wordswith the help of others’ words.Following Bakhtin, recent genre researchers have explored writingin different spheres of activity, such as expository writing at the postsecondary level and in the workplace, emerging technologies, andcross-cultural studies. In rhetorical genre studies (Freedman, 1999)researchers view textual features as “surface traces” (Freedman &Medway, 1994, p. 2) that reflect rhetorical actions derived from writers’social motives in response to recurring social situations. Suchresearchers generally use methods of in-depth observation to studywriters within their sociocultural contexts as well as examining thewritten texts embedded in these contexts. Because the primary datain my study were written (writing/drawing) texts, with limitedobservational data, I have focused by necessity on textual analyses. Imake two key assumptions that are relevant to this study: (a) children’swriting/drawing texts can provide insights into children as writers,including their genre development, and (b) their writing/drawingtexts provide textual traces that can reveal information about thecontexts in which they produced the writing.In the context of this study, I use the word “genre” to refer to text-types or ways of organizing or structuring discourse. Although genreshave regular discourse patterns, they are open and flexible rather thanfixed or immutable, and reflect an interplay of content — the meaningthe writer expresses, f orm — the structure, organization, or patternof the text, context — the situation in which the writing occurs, andintention — the writer’s purpose (function).
METHOD
Context of the Study
Michael, a young Canadian boy of mixed ancestry (Asian andCaucasian), was enrolled in his neighbourhood school in an urbanschool district in British Columbia. He attended this school, situated
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within a working- to middle-class neighborhood, in kindergartenthrough grade 3. Michael lived with his parents and a younger brother,Sean. His father was a professional and his mother, a graduate studentat the local university. His school has a long history of teachingpractices that might be described as child-centred, such as multi-ageclassrooms and integrated approaches to instruction (e.g., themestudies). Michael attended kindergarten half-time, as is the practicein British Columbia. He was in a multi-age classroom for grades 1and 2, taught by the same teacher both years; he then moved on tothird grade with another teacher.In British Columbia, the elementary curriculum is set out inIntegrated Resource Packages (IRPs) for kindergarten to grade 7 foreach subject area — for example, the English Language  Arts K to 7Integrate d Resource Package  (British Columbia Ministry of Education,Skills and Training, 1996). The IRPs include the provincially prescribedlearning outcome statements for kindergarten–grade 1, grades 2–3,grade 4, grade 5, grade 6, and grade 7. Although the outcomes for theintermediate grades (4–7) are specified for each grade level, theprimary grades are organized in two-year bands. The outcomes forK–1 are expectations for the end of grade 1 (there is no separatekindergarten curriculum); the grades 2–3 outcomes are expectationsfor the end of grade 3.1

In my analysis of the learning outcomes for writing encompassedin the English Language Arts IRP, I found four major purposes forwriting in kindergarten to grade 3:• to demonstrate comprehension of what is read, heard, or viewed(explicitly stated), and to respond to text (implied),• to acquire written language conventions at the word and sentencelevel (explicit),• to generate and work with ideas and information (explicit andimplicit), collect and manage information (explicit and implicit);explore ideas, feelings, and experiences (implicit),• to revise, and self-evaluate (explicit). (Chapman, 2003)The introduction to this document, although rarely mentioning writingspecifically, states that language is integral to all areas of thecurriculum, and refers to “making connections to other areas of study”(p. 2), yet there are only three learning outcomes for K–3 that may beinterpreted as related to writing across the curriculum. By the end ofgrade 1, children are expected “to create simple charts, webs, orillustrations as a way of organizing information” (p. A-4), and by theend of grade 3, “to organize details and information to make simple
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charts, webs, or illustrations” (p. A-4) and “to sort, organize, andrepresent specific information” (p. A-12). The curriculum does notmention learning written discourse forms or genres in the primarylanguage arts curriculum, nor using writing as a tool for learning.
Data Collection and Analysis
Michael’s mother carefully collected and compiled all the written workthat he produced during his primary years. (She thought at one timethat she might use his writings for her own research study; however,her research interests took a different direction and thus she offeredthem to me, thinking, rightfully so, that I might be interested in usingthis rich data set to further my understandings of genre development).Although the main data for this study was this corpus of writing fromMichael’s first four years of schooling (kindergarten through grade3), the writing was supplemented by data his mother collected throughinformal observations in the classroom, conversations with histeachers, and attendance at parent-teacher meetings. These data wereprovided to me through interviews and conversations about Michael’sschool writing. Because the data were collected in this way, it isimportant to acknowledge the limitations this third-party datacollection presents in the analysis and interpretation of the data.I sorted all pieces of writing/drawing into curriculum contexts,sequenced by date, transcribed them into standard spelling to facilitatethe analysis, and calculated a frequency distribution for eachcurriculum area. For the present study I have included in my genreanalysis all Michael’s kindergarten writing plus all writing producedin contexts other than language arts in grades 1 to 3. For mathematics,I used only those pieces that included written words.2

I coded each piece for genre using a multi-step process I developed.Part of the process involved a Langer-Meyers coherence analysis(Langer, 1985, modified by Newkirk, 1987). This method produces astructural “X-ray” for each piece. I combined this coherence analysis,using relationships between clausal units to develop structuralcategories, with an inductive analysis that took into account function,content, and context (for specific details of this procedure, seeChapman, 1995). I coded pieces that were consistent with genrecategories found in previous studies (e.g., Chapman, 1995; Newkirk,1987) and created new categories to account for all the data. Finally, Iconstructed frequency distributions for each genre by grade andcurriculum area.
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FINDINGS
Data analyses of Michael’s writing revealed many genres consistentwith those identified in earlier work by Newkirk (1987) and Chapman(1994, 1995), including non-narrative genres with a “centred” or“clustered” structure: label, list, attribute series, hierarchical attributeseries, basic paragraph, and multiple paragraph report. In the data Ialso found evidence of genres with a “chained” structure: expandedrecord, recount, and verse/song. Michael also wrote in genres that hada visual component, including data charts, K-W-L (Know-Wonder-Learned) charts, and webs. Figure 1 depicts centring and chainingstructures; examples are provided throughout the discussion toillustrate these structures.3

Figure 1. Examples of centring and chaining text structures

Centring
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Extent of Writing Across the Curriculum
In kindergarten Michael wrote almost exclusively in his journal. In grades1 to 3, he wrote in a number of curriculum contexts. For this reason, Ipresent the analyses of Michael’s kindergarten writing separately fromthe results for grades 1 to 3.Writing in Kind e rgarten. Michael’s school writing began in earlyNovember of his kindergarten year with single-word labelsaccompanying pictures. Of the 35 pieces of writing he produced inkindergarten, 34 were in his journal. The journal entries included 25 labels(accompanying drawings), 6 lists (all of which were the letters of thealphabet in list form), and 3 attribute series. His teacher had transcribedfour of his journal entries (1 label, 3 attribute series) into standard spellingshortly after Michael had written them. The remaining piece, one thatMichael dictated to his teacher, was an “All About Me” booklet (anattribute series) that contained photos of Michael at various ages.In kindergarten, the main social purpose for writing is to learn to write(that is, construct understandings of written language and how it works)through engagement in writing. The textual traces reveal that Michaelused writing as a medium of expression, specifically, to communicateideas in writing generated through drawing (and in the case of the “AllAbout Me” booklet, through a series of photographs). The writing/drawing texts Michael produced also served a second, perhaps equallyimportant purpose: to provide his teacher with evidence of his literacylearning and to document his growth over time. Michael’s texts evolvedfrom simple labels, such as Christmas tree (December), to more elaboratepieces, such as: This is a maze. If you hit the  dragon and the mouth ofthe dragon you might get eaten up  (May). Note that both examplescontain exophoric references4  to a picture, which was typical of Michael’skindergarten writing (all but the alphabet lists) because of the way inwhich his teacher structured writing tasks: primarily drawing and thenwriting about one’s drawings. During writing time, the teacherencouraged the children to represent their ideas through drawing apicture and then writing about it, using whatever knowledge they had.The alphabet lists reflect the inventory princip le , through which children“take stock” of their learning (Clay, 1975).The genres (labels, lists, and attribute series) were similar to those inmy (Chapman, 1995) study of first-grade writing workshop and typicalof what I have observed in journal writing in many primary classrooms.The regularities of textual features in Michael’s writing — the textual
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traces — reflected the recurring writing context and task in kindergarten:to draw a picture and write about it during writing time. None of thewriting Michael did in kindergarten appeared to be related to any schoolsubject or curriculum area because the sources of topics were his personalexperiences (self, family, special days) or his imagination (mazes, rockets,dragons). Literacy learning for its own sake was the apparent goal ofMichael’s kindergarten teacher; the content for writing came from thechild rather than from the curriculum.Writing in Grades 1 to 3. Writing in the curriculum areas was evidentfor the first time in grade one with the introduction of books identifiedby subject: math, language, and three “Writing” books similar to thejournal in kindergarten. There was also a portfolio containing a “brownbag book” (journal-type, written in September), a “Canada Dictionary”booklet (related to social studies), a “Seeds” booklet (related to science),as well as 54 other pieces. This curricular differentiation continued insecond grade with math, handwriting, language, and four “Written Work”books. Michael’s grade-2 portfolio contained another “brown bag book,”a “Spider Booklet” and an “Ocean Booklet,” both related to science, and72 other pieces. In third grade, his notebooks included math, a“September” book, two handwriting books, a language book, two“Written Work” books, and a journal.The number of books dedicated to specific subjects is one indicationof the dominance of language arts as the curricular context for writingthroughout the primary grades. Another is the number of pieces for thedifferent subjects. Clearly, the vast majority of Michael’s writing wasrelated to language arts, as shown below:• Kindergarten: 35 pieces in all; no differentiation by subject• Grade 1: Language Arts (136); Mathematics (40); Science (20); SocialStudies (5); Total, 201; 68% Language-Arts-related• Grade 2: Language Arts (119); Mathematics (26); Science (41); SocialStudies (1); Total, 187; 64% Language-Arts-related• Grade 3: Language Arts (144); Mathematics (41); Science (3); SocialStudies (16); Music (8); Total, 212; 68% Language-Arts-related.In sum, although virtually none of Michael’s kindergarten writing wascurriculum-oriented, he wrote about a third of his writing in grades 1–3in curriculum contexts such as science, social studies, and mathematics.This range clearly indicates that primary children are capable of writingacross the curriculum and need not be limited to writing in languagearts.
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TABLE 1
Genre Distributions by Curriculum Context and Grade

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3
Mathematics list (3) list (8) list (17)label (1) label (3)data chart (17) data chart (6) data chart (8)expanded record (19) expanded record (12) expanded record (12)self evaluation (1)
Science list (7) list (15)label (4) label (7)data chart (1)K-W-L chart (2)web (2)attribute series (4) attribute series (6) attribute series (2)H. attribute series (3)basic paragraph (1) basic paragraph (1) basic paragraph (1)expanded record (1)recount (2) recount (1)Venn diagram (1) narrative (1)experiment (1) “postcard” (1)
Social Studies list (3) basic paragraph (1) list (6)label (3)K-W-L chart (1) K-W-L chart (1)attribute series (1) attribute series (1)H. attribute series (1)basic paragraph (1)multi-paragraph report (1)expanded record (1)verse/song (1)
Music list (1)H. attribute series (2)basic paragraph (2)multi-paragraph report (1)
Note: Michael’s writing in kindergarten was not situated within curricular contextsItalics indicate genres related to expository “reports”: attribute series, H.(hierarchical) attribute series, basic paragraph, and multi-paragraph report.

Genres Across the Curriculum .
Table 1 summarizes the frequency distribution to array the relationshipbetween genre and curriculum in Michael’s writing from kindergartento grade 3. As the table shows, Michael produced no curriculum genres
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in kindergarten and wrote mathematics, science, and social studiesgenres in grades 1, 2, and 3, and music in grade 3 only. Michael’s teacherin grades 1 and 2 tended to focus much more on science than socialstudies, whereas his grade-3 teacher emphasized social studies ratherthan science. In the following section I present the findings separatelyfor each curriculum area.Genres in Mathematics. Michael communicated mathematical ideasmostly through the use of mathematical symbols alone, for example, inequations. The data analyses show a limited range of mathematicalgenres that involved writing, consisting mostly of three types acrossgrades 1 to 3: lists, data charts, and expanded records. Of the few labelsthat were found, all were captions for geometrical shapes, cut andpasted into a math book. Lists were primarily answers to questions;there were also several “agendas” in list form (related to learning totell time), as shown in the following excerpt:

DAILY SCHEDULEAM1. 6:30 I  woke  up.2. 6:35 I go t dressed up.3. 7:00 I have my breakfast, e tc. (agenda/list; grade 3, January)
Michael also wrote various types of data charts: place value charts andgraphs, estimates and solutions, attributes, results of an opinion poll(should whales be kept in aquariums). The weather chart, introducedin grade 1, continued monthly through grade 3 with little change fromthe following example:
I found out there  were 15 sunny days, 11 cloudy days and 4 rainy days. (basic record;grade 1, November)
Michael used expanded records for measurement activities (e.g., sizeof a pumpkin) and to record which activity cards he had completed.By third grade, the most frequent written genre in mathematics waslists of answers to “story problems,” e.g.:
83-53 = 30 Theredy [30] snowflakes melted away. (list/answers; grade 3, November)
The textual traces of his mathematics-related written genres reveal therecurring contexts and purposes for writing in mathematics. The majorsocial actions fulfilled by Michael’s writing in mathematics were topractise and apply mathematical processes and to demonstrate his
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knowledge of mathematical concepts and ability to performmathematical operations. Another frequent purpose for writing inmathematics was tied to “classroom workplace” routines andadministrative tasks (Chapman, 1999), specifically, record keeping:
I  did geometry card #13 blue. I did geometry card #35 yellow.I  did geometry card #22 blue. (expanded record; grade 1, March)
Such record keeping serves a larger social purpose: learning to be aresponsible student and to document and organize one’s own work.Although the practice of writing-to-learn in mathematics has beenaround for some time (e.g., Countryman, 1992), for Michael, learningmathematics and learning to write mathematics were to a great degreealgorithmic or formulaic. Michael’s mathematical genres were verystable and changed little over time. Only one piece was reflective, asentence completion-type, self-evaluation sheet done in grade 3.5

Genres in Social Studies and Science. Michael was introduced towriting in social studies and science in first grade. Interestingly, hisgrade 1/2 teacher emphasized science, and his grade 3 teacher socialstudies. I found the greatest genre repertoire in science. Three piecesfrom second-grade science (recount, narrative, and a “postcard”) andtwo from third-grade social studies (expanded record and verse) wereimaginative works related to the topic of study, but most of his scienceand social studies writing was factual. Michael, himself, explains theimportance of factual writing:
What is Research?Research is a careful hunting for facts or truth. Research is finding how high or howlo w  p laces are , [in] e levation. Research is also the climate. You look  up to  see  if it isde sert or tropical. Finding key facts and minerals in different places is research. Youcan research on dinosaurs, buildings, planets, oceans, musical instruments, plants,air, p eop le , and  m any m o re . You can research on almost anything you can think  o f.There are some things you cannot research because people have not found enoughthings about that thing. (basic paragraph; grade 3, May)

Michael clearly understood that a major purpose for writing (andreading) in science and social studies was, in his own words, “a carefulhunting for facts or truth” and “finding key facts,” with the intentionof helping him learn to access, acquire, use, and communicateinformation. As well as writing various lists (e.g., facts), labels (ondiagrams and maps), data charts, K-W-L (Know-Wonder-Learned)charts, and webs, from first grade on, Michael was learning what is
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likely the dominant genre in school science and social studies: theexpository report. Indeed, in my previous studies and informalobservations of classrooms, I have found that report writing is the genreassociated with these subjects: a major goal of writing in science andsocial studies is learning to write research reports. The written genresMichael produced in social studies and science also served to provideevidence of his learning, both of content knowledge and the reading/writing/researching processes. I noted only one recorded experimentthroughout the four-year period (in grade 1) that further suggests anemphasis on reading and writing to learn science rather than learningthrough hands-on activities.6

Genres in Music. There were no genres associated with music (as asubject) in kindergarten through grade 2, although Michael had writtenseveral songs in his language arts books. In grade 3, however, heincluded five types of reports in his portfolio, all written in May,including one list (under the heading, “What I know about Bach”), twohierarchical attribute series, two basic paragraphs, and one multi-paragraph report that was written in the first person (“Hello, my nameis Mozart . . .” excerpted later in this section). These pieces were allabout famous composers, as for example, in the following:
BachBach loved music. He  wro te 1200 p ieces of music in his whole life! He wrote 42 piecesin jail. Bach wro te  music with Prince  Leopo ld. Bach died of a stroke in 1750. Bach’smusic is still very popular today. If  you want to  hear Bach’s music today, you canvisit a symphony perfo rmance. (basic paragraph; grade 3, May)

Music was rarely a context for writing genres except for a unit on musichistory/composers in which Michael’s primary function was to acquireknowledge and communicate what he learned. Even so, Michaelpersonalized these writing ventures to identify with the composer andentertain a reader as well as to inform, as shown below:
MozartHello , my name is Mozart. I am in a music class with Haydn. Haydn is my musicteacher.Afte r my two hour music lesson, Beethoven, my best friend comes for a two hourlesson too. I wait for Beethoven to finish his lesson.When he is done me and Beethoven go out and  p lay tag in the street. Oh, I am 9and my friend Beethoven is 9 too!When we grow up, my most famous song was “Tw ink le, Twink le Little Star.” Thepeop le  who bought the music of “Twink le, Twink le Little Star” only gave stuff like
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p ictures and so on. I d ied  very poor at the  age of  35. No one  k nows where I wasburied  excep t me. I was buried on a shady beach.The End (multiple paragraph report; grade 3, May)
The data from across the curriculum areas show that in the earlygrades Michael “could handle multiple contexts for writing, all of whichentailed decisions about content, genre, rhetorical situations, andcomposing processes” (Beaufort, 1999, p. 178). His writing providesevidence that Michael understood the social purposes of genres, bothpractical and symbolic.

Changes in Curriculum Genres over Time
Michael’s writing changed over time in two ways. First, his corpus ofwriting reveals, in general, a change I would describe as quantitative:an increasing number of written genres (i.e., a widening repertoire)from kindergarten to third grade, although most of the changes occurredbetween kindergarten and grade 1. In mathematics in grade 1, forexample, he began to write answers to questions, provide labels,develop data charts, and write expanded records, but there wasvirtually no change after this. Likewise, in first grade he also began adevelopmental trajectory towards report writing. His progress alsoentailed a qualitative change: increasing complexity and maturity instructure, moving from labels and lists through attribute series,hierarchical attribute series, to basic paragraphs, and then to multi-paragraph reports. This development, although not a strictly lineartrajectory, is consistent with Newkirk’s (1987) developmental sequenceof non-narrative writing. With the exception of the K-W-L (Know-Wonder-Learned) chart and the web, introduced in second grade,Michael focused his content area writing primarily on reports.Nevertheless, the qualitative changes from second to third grade arequite dramatic, a change evident in the comparison between thehierarchical attribute series in “About Whales!!!” to the multi-paragraphreport entitled, “Patagonia Desert.”

About Whales!!![1] A whale is a mammal that f eeds its young m ilk . The baby is called a calf. [2]Humans use whales for oil,  meat, fe rtilize r, soap , and cosmetics. [3] Whales havefew enemies. One is humans. [4] Whales live in five o ceans. Whales d ive and swim.Whales have fluk e s to  swim. [5] Whales have mouth hair. Whales have ear holes.Whales have small eyes. Whales have a blowhole to breathe with. Whales have blubberto  k e ep  them warm.
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[6] Whales that have no dorsal fin live about 20 years. Whales that have a dorsal finlive  about 80 years. [7]Whales eat shrimp , k rill, and cuttle f ish. Whales lik e the Bluewhale  dive  deep for giant squid. [8] There are baleen whales, and there are toothedwhales. [9] I like  whales because they are endangered . (hierarchical attribute series;grade 2, no date)

Patagonia DesertI am studying the Patagonia desert. It is in Argentina. The clo sest ocean to it is theSouth Atlantic Ocean. The compass point is 40 degrees S. of the equator and 65 degreesW. o f the Prime Merid ian.My desert is in the continent of South America and the country of Argentina. Theclimate is desert. There  would not be  much vegetation. I would take sunscreen. Youw o uld not get altitude sick. Come on, it’s sea level! In the  winte r it is 21–32 degreesCelsius and in the summer it is 1–10 degrees Celsius. It has under 12.5 cm of rain ayear. That’s little rain!If you saw my desert you would see mostly flat ground. There is no tropical land,just desert. You might see miners digging for uranium . It is all sandy. The vegetationis tree less plain. The agricultural activity is livestock ranching.Peop le in Patagonia are not like Canadian people. Their languages are Spanish,English , Italian, German and French.I am studying Pudu. It is shy and lives in small groups. If they live in small groupsit’s easier to  ge t away fro m their only enemy, humans.The Patagonia Desert is one of the smallest deserts in the world. My desert is oneout of two in South America. The Patagonia only has one mineral, uranium. The onlylanguages the people in my desert speak are : Spanish, English , Italian, German, andFrench. The animal in my desert is the Pudu. It is the smallest deer in South America.I enjoyed this study because it was fun doing the thing I am doing now, myparagraph of  course! I would give it on a scale of 100, 100. (multiple paragraph report;grade 3, no date)
Although Michael used complex sentence structure and technicalvocabulary in the first piece (flukes, blowhole, baleen, dorsal fin), hisideas and language are more sophisticated in the latter work (note thedescription of the geographical location). Most notable is the change inthe structure and organization of the pieces. Although he wrote “AboutWhales” as one unit, it is comprised of nine subunits (which I havenumbered in the transcription), clusters of ideas with 1 to 5 T-units percluster, with an average of 2.2 sentences and 2.6 clauses per cluster.7 Inmost cases the ideas within each subunit are in random order andrearranging the ideas does not change the meaning. Likewise, thesubunits are randomly ordered. “About Whales” also shows thatMichael is beginning to develop concepts of “introduction” and“conclusion,” common features of exposition.The “Patagonia Desert” piece contains significantly moreinformation, with main ideas supported by details. This growth is
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evidenced by an average of 4.5 sentences and 5.4 clauses per paragraph,more than double those of the respective clusters in the “About Whales”piece. He is beginning to develop a conception of paragraphing, withideas organized in a more logical manner, both within and betweensubunits, and using standard paragraph indentation format. He displaysa stronger sense of introduction, locating the Patagonia Desertgeographically, and a concluding section that provides a sense of closureto the piece. This piece is also more personalized and shows a greaterawareness of audience. These changes reveal an increasingly refinedschema for the report genre, with differentiation in form, function, andfeatures of the report. At the same time, the “Patagonia Desert” pieceshows greater personal involvement (“I” and “my” appear 11 timeshere but only once in “About Whales”), interpretation of information(“That’s little rain!”) rather than simply reportage, audience awareness(“you” appears 3 times), and voice (e.g., “Come on, it’s sea level”). Hisgenre growth involved much more than simply learning textual featuresof genres.The changes in Michael’s writing over time suggest development inmultiple domains of knowledge related to writing: discoursecommunity knowledge, genre knowledge, rhetorical knowledge, subjectmatter knowledge, and writing process knowledge (Beaufort, 1999).The data show that even as a primary student he “could handle multiplecontexts for writing, all of which entailed decisions about content, genre,rhetorical situations, and composing processes” (Beaufort, 1999, p. 178).They show, furthermore, that curriculum-related writing is both possibleand developmentally appropriate for primary children, and it need notcome at the expense of development of expressiveness, audienceawareness, and voice. Indeed, it should not, because, as Furr (2003)reminds us, “genuine writing — the kind we read for entertainmentand edification in the ‘better’ magazines and books — appeals to uslargely because it has voice. The voice is unique to its author[,] andpresent because the author is personally invested in the work” (p. 518).
Purposes for Curricular Writing in Schoo l
As Beaufort (1999) explained, “As genre theory has expanded to includethe genre’s social functions and culture-laden norms, it has become astrong analytical tool for understanding local conditions for composing”(p. 176). Florio and Clark (1982) stated that children’s writing revealsas much about school as it does about children as writers. Although acase study of a single child cannot be used to draw conclusions about
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schooling in general, it can provide insights into the experienced writingcurriculum. Michael’s writing was mainly situated in language artsduring his first four years of schooling. This is not surprising giventhat learning to read and write is the major focus of the primarylanguage arts curriculum. It is also evident that even from first grade,Michael experienced a movement towards connecting writing to othercurricular domains.The data from this study suggest that in Michael’s kindergartenclassroom, the major purposes of writing were to learn about writtenlanguage and acquire writing skills through exploring writing as amedium of expression and communication of ideas: in Halliday’s (1982)words, learning language, learning about language, and learningthrough language in an integrated way. At the same time, the writingMichael produced provided his kindergarten teacher with evidence ofhis literacy learning. Although these purposes for writing continuedinto the primary grades, cross-curricular content came into play in firstgrade, with writing also serving as a vehicle for learning contentknowledge (especially in science and social studies) and practisingcontent-area skills (e.g., mathematical problem solving; accessing,acquiring, using, and communicating information in social studies,science, and music). As well as demonstrating his language and literacyskills and knowledge (including genre knowledge), Michael displayedhis knowledge of curriculum “content.” Documenting learning forevaluation is a major social purpose for writing in academic contexts(Dias, Freedman, Medway, & Paré, 1999). Although some educatorsmay be critical of this assessment function, I argue that writing providesmore authentic evidence of student learning than decontextualizedpractice exercises or pencil-paper tests, especially for young children(Chapman, 1993, 1997).The enacted curriculum reflects an integration of writing in “thecontent areas,” especially science. Interestingly, for Michael, music alsoprovided content for writing. Yet, because the topics were famouscomposers, his writing was more reflective of history/social studiesthan music — composers rather than composing. This emphasis onexposition in social studies, science, and music reveals a conception ofgenre as learning form/structure or text type (the report) rather thanas learning to participate in a community of discourse, that is, learningto think and communicate like scientists or geographers. Althoughlearning to write curriculum genres, including exposition, is importantin its own right, it is not the sole purpose for writing in differentcurricular contexts. Equally important, perhaps even more so, is the
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acquisition of a genre repertoire as a set of cultural resources andcognitive tools (Chapman, 1999; Wells, 1999), for example, to fosterscientific thinking processes, such as observing, questioning, predicting,hypothesizing, describing, explaining, and investigating (Ebbers, 2002).
DISCUSSION
In this study I examined the longitudinal development of one child’scurriculum genres, from kindergarten through third grade. Theeducational significance of this case study derives from the use ofnaturalistic data in curriculum contexts over a period of four years. Itthus contributes insights into children’s development in curriculumgenres and also raises awareness of the discourse forms children mayengage in during their kindergarten and primary school years. Thestudy also confirms the validity of Newkirk’s (1987) schema for thedevelopment of non-narrative writing as it applies to individualchildren. At the same time, the data support Dias et al.’s (1999) findingsthat the major purposes for writing in academic contexts are to promotelearning (which in this study was first of all focused on learning towrite and then to learn content), and secondly, to demonstrate learningfor purposes of assessment and evaluation (specifically, to provideevidence of literacy development and content knowledge).The data show that Michael acquired a repertoire of genres acrossthe curriculum, and that his ability to use these genres becameincreasingly complex. This range clearly indicates that primary childrenneed not be limited to writing in language arts. Indeed, because childrenin grade 4 and beyond are exposed to increasing demands of literacyin the content areas, it is important that they have experiences in cross-curricular writing during the primary years. Writing across thecurriculum (WAC), an outgrowth of the language-across-the-curriculummovement, was developed in Britain during the 1960s (e.g., Barnes,Britton, & Rosen, 1969) and promoted through The Bullock Report, ALanguage for Life  (Department of Education and Science, 1975). As adistinct movement, WAC has been encouraged, especially at thesecondary level, for more than twenty years, “yet there is evidencethat it may be recommended more often than it is actually implemented”(Guzzetti, 2002, p. 688).Michael, the focal child in this study, did not engage in any curricularwriting in kindergarten. Yet, when he was introduced to curriculumgenres in grade 1, his genre repertoire grew considerably, providing afoundation of curriculum genres that became increasingly complex over
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time. My findings challenge the sequence of first learning to writethrough personal writing and “stories” in the early stages, based onthe assumption that those genres are considered easier for youngchildren, and then later to engage in writing to learn (throughcurriculum genres) in later primary and intermediate grades. There isstrong evidence that young children acquire those genres to which theyare exposed and have opportunities to use (Chapman, 1994, 1995;Donovan, 1997, 2001; Kamberelis, 1999; Kamberelis & Bovino 1999;Pappas, 1991; Wollman-Bonilla, 2000). Despite the critical importanceof non-narrative genres, schools have been less effective in developingchildren’s writing abilities in curriculum genres than in narrative (Moss,Leone, & Dipillo, 1997; Pappas, 1993), creating an “expository gap” atabout grade 4 (Gee, 2001), when informational texts begin to play alarger role. Some scholars have suggested that lower achievement incontent-area literacy contributes to the “the fourth grade slump” inoverall literacy achievement (Chall, Jacobs, & Baldwin, 1990).Gee (2001) speculated that it is “children’s difficulties with usinglanguage and literacy within specific practices and genres that fuelsthe fourth grade drop-off” (p. 10). Other scholars (e.g., Christie, 1986,1993) have argued that informational writing will not develop“naturally” and thus needs to be taught systematically and explicitly.Yet young children can appropriate textual features of genres andrecontextualize them when teachers provide authentic contexts forchildren to communicate what they have learned, for example, usingFamily Message Journals to enable children to share their sciencelearning with their parents (Wollman-Bonilla, 2000). A key reason forengaging children in content-area writing is that it plays a critical rolein the development of higher-level thinking (Vygotsky, 1978) as childrenuse and transform information, clarify and extend meaning, makepersonal connections, and construct understanding (Wells, 1999).Furthermore, because writing makes language and ideas visible, it alsoprovides a vehicle for dealing with language and thought in a concreteway, which is especially important for young children.Content-area writing during the early school years is also importantbecause it can spark children’s curiosities and interests (Furr, 2003),especially for boys (Levine & Geldman-Caspar, 1996; Worthy, Moorman,& Turner, 1999). Curriculum genres help children develop knowledgeof their physical, natural, and social worlds, which in turn contributesto increased comprehension (Neuman, 2001) and awareness of languageand structures of informational texts (Lemke, 1990). Engagement inwriting curriculum genres builds young children’s conceptual
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knowledge of the functions and forms of informational texts anddiscourse patterns (Donovan, 1997; Kamberelis & Bovino, 1999; Pappas,1991, 1993). Children who receive explicit instruction in textual featuresof informational genres are able to produce writing consistent with thosemodelled (Christie, 1993; Morris, Francis, & Hill, 1993). They can alsoapply what they have learned from instruction to new contexts andtasks (Kamberelis & Bovino, 1999; Wollman-Bonilla, 2000).Bakhtin (1979/1986) maintained that there is more to genre learningthan textual features of particular genres. He explained how content,form, context, purpose, reader-writer relationships (e.g., audienceawareness), and voice interweave in genre learning and use. Thislongitudinal case study demonstrates how one child learned thesemultiple dimensions of curriculum genres in his first four years ofschooling. It shows how Michael learned to integrate content (relatedto different school subjects), form (textual features and patterns of avariety of genres, especially exposition), and context (rhetoricalsituations embedded in spheres of activity related to the content areas).At the same time, it provides evidence that he learned to use genres toaddress both the social purposes of academic writing (e.g., to displayknowledge) and his own purposes for writing, such as entertaining thereader and expressing his personality. This study thus demonstratesthat young children’s curriculum genre development need not come atthe expense of audience awareness and voice.
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NOTES
1 The exception to this format is the recently revised mathematics curriculum,which specifies learning outcomes for the end of each grade, K–7. Othercurricula under revision retain the K–1 and 2–3 groupings.
2 I considered mathematical representations using numerals only, such asequations, as genres in the largest sense, but excluded these in the analysisbecause I wanted to focus on written genres.
3 Because it is beyond the scope of this paper to provide an in-depth discussionof genre structure, readers are referred to Newkirk (1987) and Chapman(1994, 1995) for an in-depth treatment.
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4 Exophoric references (exophora) are words or phrases that require listeners/readers to refer to something outside a spoken/written text to understandthe speaker’s/writer’s intended meaning, for example “this” in “This is mybook .” When young children write they often combine drawing and writingto convey meanings, and the pronouns they use, such as “this,” “that,”“these,” or “those,” often refer to something they have represented in theirdrawings.
5 This observation, of course, does not mean that his teachers did notencourage reflection in mathematics, for it may have occurred throughclassroom conversations about mathematics.
6 I must concede, however, that hands-on science activities such asexperiments may have occurred more frequently than the written datasuggest.
7 A T-unit (or minimal terminable unit) consists of a main clause with all itsappended modifiers, including subordinate clauses. It was devised byKellogg Hunt (1965) as a standard measure for use in determining syntacticcomplexity, such as ratio of clauses per T-unit and ratio of T-units persentence.
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